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#RSAC 

A Lot To Cover Here In Just An Hour… 

 We simply can not cover all cloud platforms in an hour so….. 

 Private Cloud  

 VMware 

 Public Cloud 

 Amazon 

 Rackspace  
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 What are you trying to accomplish? 

 Are you going to image the entire storage system to access a single VM 
for forensic analysis? 

 A better, more business (and privacy) friendly approach may be to 
only copy the specific VMDK container for the respective VM you 
are targeting 

 

 

A Little Perspective… 
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 Moving from the physical realm to private cloud introduces several 
challenges 

 Unsupported disk format 

 No file undelete capability 

 No down time 

 

Forensicating In A Private Cloud 
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Storage Considerations 

 Underlying disk format  
 VMFS  

 Cluster aware sharable file system 

 Enables multiple ESX servers to have access to the same LUNS 

 Enabler of capabilities like vMotion, HA and DRS  

 Undocumented by VMware and not supported by commercial forensics tools 

 RDM  

 Used when high performance - direct storage access is required 

 Directly mounted by the VM and typically formatted by the respective operating system 
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A Few Words On VMFS 

 File recovery 
 Version 4.x thru 5 

 Official statement from VMware: 
 “vmfs-undelete utility is not available for ESX/ESXi 4.0 ESX/ESXi 3.5 

Update 3 included a utility called vmfs-undelete, which dd be used to 
recover deleted .vmdk files. This utility is not available with ESX/ESXi 4.0. 
Workaround: None. Deleted .vmdk files cannot be recovered” 

 Hope your client has a VMFS backup… prior to deletion 

 Undocumented files system with little 3rd party support… 
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Understanding The VMDK 

 VMware encapsulates the entire virtual machine within the 
respective VMDK (think of it as a container) 

 Everything associated with a particular VM is stored within the respective 
VMDK 

 If your focus is a given VM then life just got easier for you… 
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VMDK Files 

 The files within a VMDK for a respective VM include but are not 
limited to: 
 *.vmx: VM config file 

 *.vmdk: Virtual disk config file 

 *-flat.vmdk: Actual VM hard disk 

 *.nvram: VM’s BIOS file 

 *.log: VM log files 

 *.vmsn: Running state of virtual machine 
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Locating a VMDK 

 Locating a specific VM VMDK 
 Working within vSphere  

 Using the vSphere Client connected ESX / ESXi 

 Using SSH connected to ESX / ESXi 

 Using A Third Party Product FastSCP 
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vCenter Maps (1) 
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vCenter Maps (2) 
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Three Approaches to Imaging 

1. Shutdown the VM and image 

2. Suspend the VM and image 

3. Snapshot the VM and image 

 

The method chosen will of course vary with the given circumstances 
found within the virtual environment 
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Snapshot the VM and Image 

 A snapshot preserves the state and data of a virtual machine at a 
specific point in time. 
 State includes the virtual machine’s power state (powered‐on, 

powered‐off, suspended, etc.). 
 Data includes all the files that make‐up the virtual machine, including 

disks, memory, and other devices, such as virtual network interface 
cards. 
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Snapshot the VM (1) 
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Image the Snapshot Procedure (1) 

 Create a new folder on the NAS and connect to it using esxcfg-nas 

 Create a hash set for the respective VM over SSH 

 Copy the folder to the NAS with FastSCP 

 Hash all files in the copied folder and compare to the original 
hashes  
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Image the Snapshot Procedure (2) 
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Image the Snapshot Procedure (3) 
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Image the Snapshot Procedure (4) 
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Image the Snapshot Procedure (5) 
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Additional Snap Shot Considerations 

 What if snapshots already exist before imaging? 

 There are currently no tools available to handle the forensic analysis of 
the individual child disks created in a snapshot <VMname>-0000xx.vmdk 

 Be sure to create an image of all files before beginning any snapshot 
consolidation 

 Each snapshot will have to be reverted and imaged separately 

 Simply consolidating all snapshots in bulk could cause the loss of 
potential evidence 
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 We know where the files are but we need the complete path to enter 
into our dd command line 

 Use the ESX / ESXi command  

 “esxcfg-info –s” 

 Remember the label that was assigned to the data store “VMFS 
Store” 

 

Going Old School With DD  
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DD Imaging VMFS (1) 
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DD Imaging VMFS (2) 
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Copy the VM from VMFS 
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 Moving from the physical realm to public cloud introduces several 
challenges 

 Where is my server? 

 No “VMware-like” snap-shot capability 

 Terminating an instance really terminates it (oh my) 

 

 

Forensicating In A Public Cloud 
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Inventory Running Instances 

 Always inventory running instances 

 Before taking a suspect EC2 instance offline, verify the termination 
behavior 
 EBS backed instances that are terminated are gone forever 
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EBS Volumes 

 EBS Volumes are like disks that can be attached to a running EC2 
instance 

 Each running EC2 instance will have a volume for its root disk 

 Users may add additional storage to EC2 instances 
 Without stopping them if the OS supports hot swapping file systems 
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EBS Snapshots 

 Always inventory snapshots present in an AWS account 

 Snapshots may not be assigned to a volume 

 Snapshots may contain 
 Data from instances that have been terminated 

 Log files that have since rotated off 
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EC2 Volumes 

 Enumerate the volumes associated with suspect account 

 Note any extra volumes that are not root volumes for EC2 instances 
 Note any extra volumes without “attachments” (currently unmounted) 

 If not based on a snapshot, may contain relevant data not available 
elsewhere 

 Use the ‘aws ec2 describe-volumes’ command to list 
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What About Analyzing It In The Cloud? 

 Transferring data out of the AWS cloud for analysis is time consuming 
and expensive 

 Analyze it in the Cloud: Newly launched EC2 instances can be used 
to perform analysis on suspect EC2 instances 
 Faster acquisition time 

 Saves money (over transferring out of the cloud) 
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Using a Linux AMI 

 Standard Linux AMIs can also be used for forensic acquisition in EC2 
 The two key tools required are mount and dd 

 Linux AMIs also include an SSH server 
 Any files acquired can be securely copied out of the AWS cloud for offline 

analysis 

 A SANS SIFT Workstation for the cloud is coming soon ! 
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Imaging EC2 Instances 

 The snapshot feature can be used to obtain disk images of running 
EC2 instances 

 Tools such as F-Response can be used to acquire or analyze EC2 
instance images in-band 

 EC2 snapshots can also be copied and used outside of the cloud 
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EC2 Disk Image Steps 

1. Launch Linux (forensic) EC2 instance 

2. Snapshot suspect EC2 instance 

3. Create volume based on snapshot 

4. Attach volume to Linux (forensic) instance 

5. Create empty volume to capture snapshot 

6. Use dd to create an exact bitwise copy  
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AWS Command Line Steps 

1. aws ec2 describe-instances 
 Get instance ID of forensics machine and volume ID of suspect drive 

2. aws ec2 create-snapshot 
 Create a snapshot of the suspect volume 

3. aws ec2 create-volume 
 Create a new volume based on the suspect volume snapshot 

4. aws ec2 attach-volume 
 Mount the volume containing suspect data to investigator machine 

 
34 
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What About Amazon S3 

 S3 is Amazon’s ‘Simple Storage Service’ 

 Supports file sizes of up to 5TB 

 Supports HTTP, HTTPS, and Bit torrent transfer 

 Users may interact with S3 via 
 APIs 

 AWS Control Panel 

 Third party apps 
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Amazon S3 (2) 

 Data transfer from S3 is relatively fast 
 But limited by your network connection 

 Transfer prices high for full disk images 

 Amazon offers a data loading service 
 Send them a hard drive with files, and they load it on S3 
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S3 Transfer vs. Export (1) 

 Suppose you have 2TB of forensic data in S3 you want to download 
to perform offline analysis 
 See chart below to estimate download time 
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S3 Transfer vs. Export (2) 

 The Amazon Import/Export (sneaker-net) calculator estimates that for 
2TB of data 
 Total cost: $158.71 

 Loading time: 26 hours 

 Chain of Custody ? 

 Expedited return shipping included 

 Note that regular S3 transfer charges for bandwidth are between 
$102.40 and $245.76  
 Depending on your overall S3 usage tier 
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Forensicating In The Cloud 

 Easy to setup an EBS Backed Windows 2008 / 2012 forensic 
workstation running FTK 4.x 

 Handle the license dongle with USB to Ethernet  
 Don’t forget to open a firewall rule ! 

 Easily connect r/o to your to target dd image  

 Want faster forensicating performance  
 How about using multiple FTK “Worker” machines ! 

 On going testing of other popular IR & Forensic tools 
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More On Cloud Connector… 

 You knew that F-Response Cloud Connector worked with Amazon S3 
but did you know it also works with Rackspace, HP and OpenStack? 
 Just like on Amazon you connect to storage containers and work with 

them as if they were local to your forensic workstation 
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Step 1 
Step 2 

Step 3 

Cloud Connector -> Rackspace (1) 
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Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Cloud Connector -> Rackspace (2) 
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Step 7 

Now simply run your IR & Forensics tools against Rackspace Storage as if 
it were a local read-only physically connected hard drive…. 

Cloud Connector -> Rackspace (3) 
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How To Apply This Knowledge 

 Armed with this knowledge a sound forensics process can be applied 
in a private or public cloud environment  
 In a Private Cloud environment platforms such as VMware while much 

more complex then a physical environment can actually make some 
aspects of IR & Forensics easier.  

 In a Public Cloud environment platforms such as Amazon AWS can be 
handled with careful planning. Remember snapshots in AWS are not the 
same as VMware – no RAM image and no revert to previous snapshot. 
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